Introduction quences consistent within pre-existing backbone geometry have been used to identify many independent seWe are interested in the extent to which biological proquences consistent with the same protein fold [18, 19] . teins are representative of the total structural diversity In a dramatic recent advance, a new protein with a folded available in sequence space. For example, does nature arrangement of ␣ helices and ␤ strands not before seen use all possible protein folds or just a subset of possible in biology was computationally designed, and its threefolds [1] ? Our knowledge of protein structure has dradimensional structure was verified by X-ray crystallogramatically improved with recent advances in wholephy [20] . Systematic application of this approach has genome sequencing and the availability of enlarged sets great promise for exploring the range of physically posof high-resolution protein structures [2] . From these sible protein folds without the constraints of biological data, it appears that nature makes use of a relatively evolution. However, these proteins are constructed of small number of distinct protein folds: at most a few ␣-helical and ␤ strand building blocks, and the design thousand and perhaps no more than one thousand [3, of more divergent structures remains challenging. More 4, 5]. One possibility is that biological protein folds reprechallenging still is the de novo design of novel protein sent all or nearly all of the physically realistic folds [3] .
folds possessing a desired function. Alternatively, the number of protein folds observed in Our approach to addressing this problem involves biology may be only a small fraction of what is actually determining the three-dimensional structures of funcpossible. The biological subset of protein folds could tionally active proteins selected from unconstrained libe a result of historical accident (survival of the first) braries of random sequence proteins and comparing or because biological folds convey certain favorable these structures to those found in biology. We began properties (survival of the fittest). Clearly there is somewith an effort to ascertain the frequency of functionally thing special about widespread protein folds, such as active proteins in a sampling of all possible sequences the (␣/␤) 8 TIM-barrel, that makes the evolution of a new of a given length. We used mRNA display to select ATP catalytic activity more likely to occur by recruitment of binding proteins from a random library of 80 contiguous a pre-existing TIM-barrel than from other structures. amino acids, unconstrained by any element of design What remains unclear is whether all TIM-barrel proteins [21] . Starting from a pool of 6 (Figure 2A) . In order to compare the binding experiments in the presence of guanidine hydrochanges in protein sequence over the course of these chloride to determine optimal denaturing conditions for sequential selections, the consensus sequences from starting our selection. Based on these results, we conrounds 8 and 18 of the original ATP binding selection cluded that our pool would be Ͼ95% inactivated in the were aligned with the consensus sequence obtained presence of 1.5 M GuHCl. We therefore carried out the from our denaturing ATP binding selection ( Figure 2A ). first round of selection for improved folding in the presWe refer to these three distinct consensus sequences ence of 1.5 M GuHCl.
as the primordial, binding-optimized, and folding-optiSince sequencing data from round 18 of our earlier mized consensus sequences. The primordial sequence selection suggested that significant sequence diversity is the parental sequence from which all subsequent variremained in the pool, we used the output from round ants were derived. The binding-optimized sequence was 17 of that selection to directly generate the input pool derived by mutagenesis in rounds 9-11 of the selection followed by 7 additional rounds of selection for improved of mRNA-displayed proteins for the current selection 
N atoms
over the starting population. Our initial data already suggest that this protein has an unusual metal nucleusing 15 N-labeled protein prepared from minimal media expression in E. coli. The resulting HSQC spectrum indiated structure lacking canonical ␣ helices or ␤ strands. We are now poised to obtain the first structure of cates the presence of ‫54ف‬ well-resolved peaks asymmetrically distributed throughout the spectrum, a halla protein isolated from a completely unconstrained random sequence library. mark of a well-folded protein with a native-like structure. Based on these spectra, it is now evident that B6-62 appears to be a well-ordered protein. Complete strucExperimental Procedures ture determination of this protein is currently underway.
Construction of mRNA-Protein Fusion Library
In summary, we have applied an in vitro selection
The synthesis of mRNA-display libraries has been described in detail strategy for isolating stably folded proteins of a de novo [ 
